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9720 Bunsen Parkway  Louisville, KY  40299               MAIN 502-491-1144        FAX 502-491-4888                www.patentinsurance.com
INDICATION REQUEST FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INSURANCE
DATE: 
REQUESTED BINDING DATE: 
               ACCT REP: 
PROSPECT NAME: 
ADDRESS:  
CONTACT NAME/TITLE: 
PHONE:  
WEBSITE: 
EMAIL: 
AGENT/BROKER: 
DEFENSE: Please identify the products(s) and/or processes that the prospect wishes to insure in the space provided.   If necessary please attach additional pages.  Please remember that the Defense policy reimburses litigation expenses and damages when the insured has been accused of infringement pertaining to the scheduled products that they make, use, sell, or offer for sale in commerce.
CHECK DEFENSE COVERAGE(S) DESIRED:     PATENT: 
 TRADEMARK: 
 COPYRIGHT: 
CHECK LIMITS OF INTEREST: $500K
$1M
$2M
$3M
$4M
$5M
$10M
ABATEMENT: Please identify the patent numbers, or number of, (applications), trademark numbers (applications) and/or copyright numbers that the prospect wishes in insure in the spaces provided.  If necessary please attach additional pages.  Please remember that the Abatement policy may reimburse the legal expenses to the insured to enforce their patents, trademarks and/or copyrights against alleged infringers.
CHECK ABATEMENT COVERAGE(S) DESIRED:     PATENT: 
 TRADEMARK: 
 COPYRIGHT: 
CHECK LIMITS OF INTEREST: $500K
$1M
$2M
$3M
$4M
$5M
$10M
Disclaimer:  The premium indications which will be provided to you are an estimation only of a policy premium based upon the above, limited underwriting information provided, and is not an actual quote for a policy premium.  Actual quotes can be found only by an intense investigation resulting in an accurate risk assessment of the intellectual property.  Therefore, the dollar amount resulting from the above information provided may not accurately reflect the cost of an actual policy.
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